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Import prices in the United States have not
responded as expected to large fluctuations in
the exchange rate in recent years.
In this study, Varangis and Duncan analyzed
the response of Japanese and U.S. stccl prices to
changes in the yen-dollar exchange rate (the
exchange rate pass-through, or the percentage
change in import prices as a result of changes in
the exchange rate or the exporter's cost of
production).
The concluded that:
The magnitude of elasticity of the passthrough depends on the elasticity of import
demand, the convexity of the import demand
curve, and the elasticity of the marginal cost of
production with regard to output.
* In a competitive pricing market the passthrough is equal to I only if marginal costs are
constant (supply is perfectly elastic).
* If marginal costs are increasing, the passthrough is less than 1.
* The pass-through can be greater than I for
both competitive and noncompetitive pricing
markets if marginal costs are declining and the
import demand curve is very convex.

* If marginal costs are declining fast enough
when production is increasing, the pass-through
can be greater than I even if the demand curve is
not convex.
* The yen-dollar exchange rate is not fully
passed through in steel prices. When the eychange rate changes, both U.S. and Japances.
steel prices change, but whereas U.S. steel
producers adjust prices immediately, Japanese
steel producers are conservative in pricing
decisions. For a while, they absorb much of the
dollar depreciation as reduced profits before
increasing their prices in U.S. dollars. Changes
in Japancse steel prices lag six months behind
changes in U.S. prices.
* One implication of this analysis is that devaluation may lead to a shift of resources within
the export sector, from sectors with higher passthrough to sectors with lower pass-through. The
lower the exchange rate pass-through, the lower
the import response may be, as well.

These results cannot distinguish between a
perfectly and an imperfectly competitive market
situation. To do so would require a priori
information such as percentage mark-up over
time.
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I. IUTRODUCTIO

1.

The appreciationof the US dollar over the 1980-85 period and its

depreciation after 1985 has renewed interest in the relationshipbetween
exchangerate movementsand the prices of tradedgoods. Of particularinterest
has been the fact that during the period of dollar appreciationUS import
prices of manufacturesdid not fall by as much as the fall in the value of the
foreign currenciesdenominatedin dollars.Also, after 1985 import prices of
manufactures in the United States did not rise by as much as the dollar
depreciated.The idea of a less than complete pass-throughof exchange rate
changes or equivalent taxes/subsidieson import prices is n¢t new. Por
example, under perfect competitionand normally sloped demand and supply
curves, the impositionof an ad valoremtax will result in a price increaseof
less than the percentagechange of the tax. Recent studieshave also drawn on
models of imperfectcompetitionin their efforts to explainless than complete
pass-through of exchange rate changes and tariffs in terms of market
concentration, product homogeneity and cost structure (Dornbusch, 1987;
Feenstra,1986, 1987; Mann, 1986; Giovannini,1985). It has been observedthat
foreign producers may respond to a dollar appreciationby decreasing their
prices but increase their profit margins, while in periods of dollar
depreciationthey may increasetheir prices but reduce their profit margins
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and possibly also

their costs, in %rder to keep up their sales and defend

their market shares.1/

2.

For nonfuel primary commodities,exchange rate changes are often

assumed to be passed-throughin full to commodity prices. Despite the
widespreaduse of this assumption,little work has been done to estimatethe
impact of exchange rate changes on nonfuel primary commodityprice changes.
Gilbert (1986) employs a rational expectationsapproach and estimates the
elasticityof the World Bank's nonfuel primary commodity price indices with
respect to changes in the value of the dollar to be around 0.9. 2/
Furthermore,Gilbert attributeda significantpart of this responseto be due
debt of the
to the impact of dol.ar value changes on the dollar-denominated
exporting countries. 3/ Jabara and Schwartz (1987) argued that

lee

agriculturalcommodityprices may not be as flexibleas commonly perceived."
In estimatingthe import price responseto changes in the exchangerate for
six agriculturalcommodities they found a variety of response magnitudes.

1/ See WashingtonPost article of February16, 1987 on how Toyota sacrificed
profitsand increasedits productivityin order to keep up sales in the US
market in the face of a strongyen.
2/ Specificallyit was found to be 0.8 for agriculturalnonfood commodities,
0.9 for food and 1.1 for metals and minerals. It is not clear whether the
differences between these estimates and unity are statisticallysignificant.
3/ According to this argumenta dollar appreciationwill reduce the dollar
import prices and also will increasethe value of the dollar-denominated
debt. The latter will induce the indebtedexportingcountriesto increase
their exports which will further reduce the import commodity prices in
dollars. However, Chang (1987) did not find evidence to support the
argumentthat indebteddevelopingcountrieshave expandedtheir exports in
responseto the increasein their indebtedness.
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These variations were attributed to trade policy intervention,insulating
price policies and price stickinessby exporters/importers.
In both studies
mentioned above, it was argued that when exchangerate changesare not fully
passed-throughto import prices it is an indicationof imperfectionsin market
behavior. Furthermore,it was argued that the smaller the pass-throughthe
higher the market imperfection;
but both studiesfailed to explainwhat may be
happenang if exchange rate changes are more than fully passed-throughto
greater than one).
import prices (pass-through

3.

The purpose of this paper is to estimate the price response to

changes in the exchangerate using Japaneseand US steel data. The analysis
presented is in line with the recent theoreticalmodels discussed in the
previousparagraphs. The paper i! struc!uredas followm. Section TT ou"tlines
the methodologyand provides the data description. Section II presents the
estimationmethods and results. The summaryand conclusionscan be seen in
Section IV.

II. H*WLODOYGT AID DATA

The model used draws on previouL.$els of imperfectcompetitionused

4.

by Peenstra (1987, 1986). A brief discussionof this model follows.We are
assuming that Japaneseand U.S. steel producersact as Bertrandcompetitors.
Furthermore,we are assumingthat firms are price takers in the factor market
and that exchangerate changesdo not affect factor pr'ces.Our approach is a
petial equilibriumapproach in the sense that ezchangerates are determined
-

1/

aously.

5.

Let p be the Japaneseexport price of steel and x = P (p,q,I)be the

U.S. import demand of Japanese steel, where q is the U.S. producerprice of
steel and I is an income variable. Furthermore,let the Japanese steel
industry maximize

its expected profits from sales into the U.S. market in yen,

max E(.p.x(p,qjI)

p

where e

- c(x).v*)

(1)

is the yen/U.S.dollar exchangerate; w*is a scalar or a vector of

Japan's factor price in yen; and c(x).w*representsthe cost function.

6.

We assume that prices are announced in dollars. In this case

expression(1) takes -Ne form

1/ As Dornbusch (1987) has pointedout, althoughthis assumptionis open to
criticism,it is considereda usefulhypothesisfor investigatingrelative
price issues.
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- c(x).w)
m*r (e.p.x(p,p.I)

where e

*

Etc). This

(2)

form would not have resultedif prices were announced

in domesticcurrency(yen). 1/

7.

By solving the first-orderconditionof (2) with respect to p, we

obtain the followingexpression

Mc E

= p(l

e

-

h) = r(p,q,I)

MR

(3)

where n is the positiveelasticityof U.S. demand for importedJapanesesteel,
and c' is the partial derivative of c with respect to x. Assuming that
ct"s(w*/e) p

rp

#

0 we can invert (3)

and derive the following pricing

equationsfor the Japaneseproducers

p = f(w,q,I)

(4)

where w = w*/e is the Japanesefactor price in U.S. dollars.

8.

Furthermore,let us assume that the U.S. steel producers maximize

their profits from sales into the U.S. market. Then, following the same
procedureas above, we can derive the pricingequationfor the U.S. producers:

1/ See Baron (1976)and Giovannini(1985).

q - g(v,p,I)

(5)

where v is a scalar or vector of U.S. factor prices in U.S. dollars.

9.

What we propose to estimateare the reduced forms of equations (4)

and (5); that is, because we are interestedexplicitly in estimating the
direct effect of the yen/U.S. dollar exchange rate on Japanese and U.S.
prices.The reduced forms of equations(4) and (5) take the followingforms:

p

q

10.

-

*

(w,g(v,p,x),Il - f'(w,v,I)

(4')

*

jv,f(w,q,I),I

(5')

* g'(w,v,I)

Equations (4') and (5') are homogeneousof degree one since (4) and

(5) are also homogeneousof degree one. To see the latter,note that the U.S.
demand for

domestically-produced
and

imported Japanese steel must be

homogeneousof degree zero in theirarguments.The homogeneitypropertyof the
reduced-formequationswill be empiricallytested.

11.

Sufficientconditionsto establishthe signs and the magnitudesoF

changes in w,v, and I on p and q are obtained in Section III. 1/

These

conditionsdepend on the u.aderlying
demand and cost functions. The "normal"

1/ See also Feenstra(1987).

case occurs when a change in the yen/dollarexchangerate (or Japanesefactor
prices) is

less than fully passed-throughin prices. 1/

Equations (4') and

(5') will be estimatedby using the OLS method after correcting(if there is)
for serial correlation.

12.

The data are quarterly from 1972 first quarter to 1981 fourth

quarter.We chose that to be our sample size because during these years there
was no U.S. import quota for steel from Japan. As Peenstra(1987)has pointed
out, the existence of import quotas or "voluntaryexport restraints"(VERs)
changes the nature of the optimal pricing decisions,so equations (4') and
(5') no longer apply. Note t _

during the period 1972 to 1981 the yen/dollar

exchange rate fluctuated quite widely, including a

substantial dollar

depreciation.

13.

Japaneseexport prices,U.S. domesticproducerprices for steel, and

steel productioncost data for the United States and Japan were obtainedfrom
World Steel Dynamicspublished by Paine Webber. For the income variable the
U.S. CDP was taken.

1/ The sufficientconditionsfor that are for the U.S. and Japanesemarginal
costs to be increasing and the U.S. demand for domestic and imported
Japanese steel to be close to linear with income elasticitiespositivebut
less than one.

-a-

III* MA(IITUDX AND PROPERTIESOP THE KEACGE RATE PASS-TIHROuGH

A. The Magnitudeof the Pass-Through

14.

By totally differentiatingpricing equation (3) and using the

relationshipw.c'=r we obtain

(dp/dw).(w/p) - 1/(z.n

+ r.p/r)

(6)

where z - (c".s)/c'is the elasticityof marginalcost with respect to output.
Recallingthat w = w*/e, expression(6) shows the elasticityof change in the
import price p due to changes in the exchangerate or foreign factor costs,
ie,

the pass-through.Expression(6) is positive since its denominatoris

always positive as is implied by the second-orderconditions of profit
maximization.1/

I/ Recall that the first-orderconditionof (2) for profit maximizationwas
r(p,q,I)- c'(x)w = 0. The second-orderconditionis then rp - c"(s).Xpw
> 0. By multiplying the above expressionby p/r we obtain rp.(pIr) c'(x).Xp.(plr).w> 0, which after substitutionfor w = r/c'(x) yields
rp.(pIr)

+

[c"(x).x/c'(x)].n

> 0, which also can be writtenas (6) > 0.

-9-

15.

The magnitudeof (6) depends on the elasticityof the marginalcost

with respect to output (z), the import demand elasticityfrom country i (n),
and the elasticityof marginal revenue with respect to price (r .pIr).Note
that n is the market elasticityat the point where the produceroperates.The
less rapidly increasingthe marginal cost, the higher the pass-throughwill
be.

However, it

is not very clear what happens to the pass-throughwhen n

changes.

1/

16.

The elasticityof marginal revenue with respect to price can be

further expressedas

2)
rp.p/r = 1 + (p/r).(n.p/n

if np 0 then r .plr§ 1

1/ For the case where firms face a downwardsloping curve, but firms still
set their prices equal to the marginalcost (we call this the competitive
pricingcase) equation(3) becomes:
c'.w*/e = p or c'.w = p

and by total differentiation
we obtain:
c".xp.d.w + c'.dw = dp or (dpldw).(wlp)
= 1/[(c".s/c').n+l]
So, even in the case of competitivepricing, unless marginal cost is
constantthe pass-throughis less than one. That means an increaseof the
dollar marginal costs (as with a dollar depreciation)will lead to a
smaller increasein the import price. However,the pass-throughelasticity
in the competitivecase is smallerthan the pass-throughelasticityin the
imperfectlycompetitivecase (6) if np < 0.

-

10

-

Along a linear demand curve np is positive.1/ The sign of the elasticityof
the marginalrevenuewith respect to output (2) dependson the sign of c".

17.

Given the above, the sufficientconditionsto establishthe magnitude

of (6) are:

•p > o, coo> o

=>

•p < o, c" < o

=>

o c (dp/dw).(w/p) < I

(dp/dw).(w/p)

> 1

(i

(ii)

Case (i) is the so-called"normal"case in which a change in the exchangerate
and/or foreign factor costs is not totally passed-throughin import prices.
This case occurs when marginal costs are rising and the import demand
elasticity is increasingwith price. Case (ii) is the unusual case where a
change in the exchangerate and/or foreign factor costs is more than totally
passed-throughin import prices.The latter case can occur if marginal costs
are decliningand the import demand elasticitydecreaseswith price.

18.

In establishingthe magnitudeof the pass-throughwe have treated q,

the import price from the other country j, as endogenous.What if q is
endogenousand its pricingequationis like (4')?

1/ In general, n > 0 characterizesthe class of demand curves that is more
linear (less convex) than the constant-elasticity
curves, and np c 0
characterizesthe class that is more convex.See also the appendix.

-

19.

By substituting(4)

11

-

into (4) we obtain the following reduced-form

expressionfor p:

(7)

p = h(w,q(v,p,I),I)

(7) we derive the effect of an exchangerate/factor
By totally differentiating
cost change on the import price of country i (p), when the import price from
country j (q) is endogenous

(8)

- hw.(w/p)/(l-hq.(8q/ap)
(dp/dw).(w/p)

in expression(8) hw.(w/p)is the partialeffect of the exchangerate/foreign
factor cost change on the import price given by (6). If o

<

hq.(aq/ap)< 1, 1/

then the pass-throughtreatingq as endogenouswill exceed the pass-through
treatingq as exogenous.This is what one shouldexpect, since an increasein
dollar marginalcosts w (causedby an increasein exchangerate and/or factor
costs) will initiallyincreasep, which will cause q to rise, which will cause
a further increasein p, and so on. Eventuallyboth p and q will converge to
their estimatedvalues.

20.

Summing up, there are few unqualifiedstatementsthat one can make

about the magnitude of the pass-through.In general, the pass-through
elasticity is always positive but its magnitude depends on the output

1/ This is true if the partial elasticityof p with respect to q (hq.p/q)is
between zero and one; a similarconclusionholds for q.
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elasticityof import demand, the convexityof the import demand curve and the
elasticityof the marginal cost with respect to output. If the import demand
curve is reasonablyconvex, that is, less convex than a constantelasticity
curve, then two further statementscan be made. First, that the pass-through
elasticity is less than one, given also that marginal costs are not
decreasing; and second, that the pass-throughelasticityof the competitive
pricing case is higher than the pass-throughelasticityunder the imperfectly
competitivecase.

21.

The pass-through elasticity can be less than one even for a

competitivepricingmarket.Further,there can be cases where the pass-through
elasticity under competitive pricing is

lower than under imperfectly

competitivepricing,dependingon the convexityof the demand curve, ceteris
paribus.In a competitivepricingmarket the pass-throughis equal to one only
if marginal costs are constant,i.e., supply is perfectlyelastic.1/

22.

The pass-through elasticity can be greater than one for both

competitiveand noncompetitive
pricingmarkets if marginalcosts are declining
and the demand curve is very convex. If marginal costs are declining
sufficiently fast when production is increasing,the pass-throughcan be
greater than one even if the demand curve is not very convex.

23.

Finally, however, even the statementsmade above are uncertainwhen

the prices of the other producersare consideredto be endogenous.

1/ For explanation,see footnoteat the bottomof page 9.

-

24.

13

-

In the empiricalestimationthe models of imperfectcompetitiondo

not place any restrictionson the parameterestimatesthat would distinguish
between a perfectlycompetitiveand an imperfectlycompetitivecase. That is,
given the empiricalestimatesalone there is no way that one can tell whether
the market is imperfectwithouthaving additionalinformationconcerning,for
example, the magnitude of the mark-up.However, if in the case of a producer
with a flat marginal cost curve the exchangerate pass-throughis less than
full, this is an indicationof imperfectlycompetitivepricing behavior and
any additionalinformationon market behavioris not necessary.1/

B. The Effect of Changesin Income on Import Prices

25.

By differentiating
equation(3) the followingexpressionis obtained,

(dp/dI)(I/p)= ((c".x/c').y - (ri.I/r))/((c".x/c').n+ (rp.p/r))

(9)

where y = xi.I/x is the income elasticityof import demand. Expression(9)
shows the elasticity of import price with respect to income. In order to
distinguish the sign of the effect we need to determine the sign of the
numerator and denominatorof (9). The denominatorof (9) is always positive
because of the second-orderprofit maximizationconditionsdescribedearlier.
In order to examine the sign of the numerator,considerthe followingcase.

1/ Constant marginal costs can arise if producers can easily substitute
domesticsales for exportsor if there is excess capacity.
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Let the commoditynot be an inferiorgood [y >

oland also let y

be positi%e

and constant for all prices. This case implies that the demand curve can be
written as x(P,I) = O(P).IY,which means that the import demand elasticityis
independentof income,n = -* .P/P. Thus, marginalrevenue is independentof
income and rI = 0. Under this scenario,the sign of (9) dependson whether the
marginalcosts are increasingor declining.

y

positive and constant, c" > 0 => (dP/dI).(I/p) > 0

y

positiveand constant,c" < 0 => (dP/dI).(I/p)
< 0

Note that expression(9) treats q as exogenous.In order to fiud the effect of
income changes on import prices when q is endogenous, the reduced-form
equation(7) is differentiated
with respectto income to obtain

(dP/dI).(I/p)
= (ni.(I/p)+ hq.(q/p).(aq/aI).(I/q))/
(1-h .(aqlap))

where hl.(I/p) is the partial effect of income change on the import price
given by (9), hq.(q/p)is the partialeffect of change in the importprice due
to a change of the price of a competitor (q) as expressed by (10), and
(aq/aI).(I/q) is the effect of the income change on the import price of a
competitor.

-

15 -

C. Changes in the Import Price of a Competitor

26.

Since function f

in (4) is homogeneous of degree one, its

elasticitiesmust sum to one.

- (dp/dI)(I/p)=>
(dp/dq)(q/p)= 1-(dp/dw)(w/p)

(dp/dq)(q/p)= ((c".x/c')(n-y)
+ (p.n /n2 )(P/r)+ (ri.I/r))/
p

(10)

((c".x/c').n+ (rp.P/r))
The magnitudeof (q) can be establishedby using earlierresults. Since n > 1
to satisfy that MR is positive in (3), for the term (c".x/c)(n-y) to be
positive y has to be less than or equal to one. The sufficientconditionsto
establishthe sign of (q) can be expressedas follows:

y

positiveand constant,c" > 0, np > 0 and

y < 1 -> 0 < (dp/dq).(q/p)
< 1

y positiveand constant,c" < 0, np < 0 and y s 1 => (dp/dq).(q/p)c 0

In the first case an increase(decrease)in the price of the other competitor
(countryj) will not be fully matchedby an increase(decrease)of the import
price from country i. The second case shows that thbeimport prices from the
two different sources (countriesi and j in our case) are inverselyrelated.
The second case may arise when prices are a constant markup over marginal
costs (np = 0) and marginalcosts are decliningwith rising imports.
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IV.

ESTIMTIOUAND

IPIRICAL RESULTS

For estimation purposes we use a

27.

log-linear specification for

equations(4') and (5').

ln Pt

ao + a, ln wt + a2 ln vt + a

3

ln It ut

B +01 ln wt + 2 ln vt + B 3 ln It + zt

nqt

(11)

(12)

Before we proceed in the estimationof equations (11) and (12) we

28.

must specify how expectationsconcerningthe exchange rate are formulated,
since the

wt = w /e term depends on the expectedexchange rate et. Let us
t t

assume that the expected rate et is a log-linearfunctionof the current and
past spot rates,
n
et
=

where

0.

1=0

9

(13)

are the weights of current and past spot rates in forming the

expectationsand depend on the time-seriespropertiesof exchangerates. For
example, if the yen/dollar exchange rate follows a

random walk, the

exchangerate et will be equal to 6 t-l which impliesthat
rationally-expected
1= 1 and i = 0 for i s 1.
obtain:

By substituting(13) into (11) and (12) we

-

n
ln pt

a +

*

£ Yi ln(wt t_i) + a2 ln vt +a3 lnIt
i-0

n
= Bo

lnq

i

(11')

*

E

i In (wt/vt-i) + B2ln vte+ B3 ln It + st

where y. - 0 a, and 6. - 0
1

17 -

1

n
b , and , 0
i0

i 1

i

(12')

- 1 is assumed.

The estimatesof the weights0i are implicitlyderivedwhen estimatingthe
yi and i.

29.

In order to reduce the erratic behavior of the y's and 6's, we

propose the use of a second-orderAlmon lag of eight periodsso that
Yi

30.

b

+ b

i + b2i,

and similarly 6 =Cc * c

+

2

Of secondaryinterestwill be to test whetherequations(11) and (12)

are homogeneousof degree one. This restrictionfor a second degree, eight
period Almon-lag takes the form of,
8
£ yi+ a2 + a3 = I
i=O 1
2

for (l1')and
(14)

8
i

i

2 +

3 =1

for (12')

-

18

-

8
8
E Y. 9 + 36 b + 204 b2 and E a - 9 + 36 c + 204c
iinO I1
i=0 .
and substitutingthese expressions into (14) we can test the homogeneity
By noting that

restriction.

31.

Table 1 presentsthe estimatesof the regressioncoefficientsof (11)

and (12) after correctingfor serial correlation.We tested for homogeneity
and the computedF-statisticswere 0.67006 and 0.7193

for equations (11) and

(12), respectively;these values are much lower than the criticalF-statistic
and show that homogeneitycannot be rejected.

32.

The results presentedin Table 1 show that the full pass-throughof

the yen/d llar exchange rate was 26.3X for the U.S. domesticproducer price
and 59.2X for the Japanese export price. What this means is that given a
dollar depreciation,Japanesedollar export prices will increaseby about 60X-which implies that Japaneseexport prices in yen have fallen. In other words,
a fall in the price of the dollar vis-a-visthe yen will not deter Japanese
steel imports from the U.S. market as much as if steel were a flex-price
commodity.

33.

The time profile of the pass-throughas shown by the two estimated

equationsis quite interesting. The impactof a yen/dollarchange on the U.S.
domestic producer price is felt immediately,but then moves at a diminishing
pace towards the new price level.

However, during the first six months

followingan exchange rate change, Japanesesteel export prices stay almost
the same. For instance,given a 1001 devaluationof the dollar vis-a-visthe
yen, Japanese export prices will fall by an estimated 2.94X--a negligible
change.

However, after the first six months, Japanese export prices will

-

start

rising

(falling) in

19 -

response to

a

yen/dollar appreciation

(depreciation)lprices move towards the new price level at an increasingly
faster rate for three periodsand then at a slower and slower rate for three
periods (see the time paths graphed in the following figure). The time
pattern of the estimated response by US and Japanese steel producers is
consistentwith their reportedprice behaviorin the past. Also, the Japanese
steel producers'behavior as estimatedhere is consistentwith the results
obtained by Feenstra (1987) in his analysisof the response of Japanese car
and truck prices for exports to the United States. Both the time pattern and
the magnitudeof the pass-throughare similarto those obtainedby Feenstra.
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Table 13 REDUCED-PORM
REGRESSIONS

Japanese

Constant

Export Price

U.S. Domestic
Producer Price

-27.70

w*/et

86.69

-9.68

9.23

6.74

7.90

w* et2

17.86

6.46

l3

23.69

4.92

24.23

3.27

19.46

1.53

9.41

-0.34

'

6t-l

v
v

w

Ic
/ ec- 6
Ic/

7

-5.94

-2.30

8

-26.57

-4.37

Full pass-through"

59.20

26.30

U.S. cost

23.66

62.34

Income

17.14

11.36

9

w*/c

Correctionof serial correlation(RHO)

0.792

0.669
0.968

R2
0.993

Sum of squaredresiduals

0.0958

0.0226

Number of observations

39

39

6

6

Number of independentvariables

Note:
**

All regressioncoefficientshave been multipliedby 100.

Sum of all coefficients v /et-i, 8- 0, 1,..,8.

EXCHANGERATEPASS-THROUGHEFFECTS
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